
Using
Derivatives to
Manage Risk in a
Changing World

IPS Strategic Capital specializes in using
options to de�ne and manage risk,
providing hedged investments that
participate in the market’s upside while
protecting against the downside.

IPS investments are designed to bene�t
from asymmetric returns and protect
against volatility in the market.

Welcome to IPS Strategic CapitWelcome to IPS Strategic Capit……

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4TGpk9B_Fg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRFNs83PruDLZRF2zN7LqbQ
http://investps.com/


What We Do

IPS Strategic Capital is a Denver-based
money management �rm dedicated to

protecting your wealth while generating
consistent, non-volatile returns
regardless of market conditions.

Who We Are

Our primary focus is helping you to reach
your �nancial goals.  At IPS, the values of

integrity, prosperity and security are
literally in our name.
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The Liquidity ‘Illusion’ Has These Funds Making Plans for a
Stock Doomsday 

By Cecile Gutscher and Yakob Peterseil  – Bloomberg Markets – April 10, 2019,
10:11 AM MDT – featuring Dominick Paoloni, IPS Strategic Capital founder, PM
IPSAX – A small band of humans is taking up arms against the rise of the
machines. Fund managers who ride big sell-offs in stocks are relishing fresh
Wall Street warnings that robots and […]

Read more   [http://investps.com/the-liquidity-illusion-has-these-funds-

making-plans-for-a-stock-doomsday/]
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Disclaimer

While the information contained in this website is representative of the best available information at
the time, we cannot guarantee the accuracy of said information.  The information on this website
should not be misconstrued as an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation to buy or sell securities.  Any
historical, non-hypothetical performance contained within this website is representative of net-of-
fees performance.  The past performance of any investments does not necessarily indicate the future
performance of any investments.  No client, current or perspective, should assume the future
performance of their investments will be pro�table based on the historical performance. All
investments have the potential for pro�t and loss.  Different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any speci�c investment will either be suitable or
pro�table for a client’s portfolio.  One should always consult an investment advisor before making any
investment decisions.
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